The self-referential narcissism of
youth behind the name Vanity
Teen alludes to the importance we
think
Adolescence
plays in
society.
Transcending
the
evocative and refreshing attributes
of the modern generation, today’s
youth is an extremely fashion and
social conscious audience that
clearly reflects and impacts
society’s mood and style.

Since publishing in 2008, we have
been pioneers in featuring the
future faces of fashion, art and
entertainment that will pave the
wave not only in its respective
areas, but also echoes the ethos
of today’s society. From the first
influencers like Cameron Dallas,
Lucky Blue Smith, Paris Brosnan
to
current
influencers
and
celebrities like Manu Rios and
Sundy Jules.

VTEEN Cover 2018

Manu Rios

INFO
Being Spain’s most followed influencer,
with over 500,000 followers on Twitter,
and 5 million followers on Instagram,
Manu Rios has become designers’
favorite including Dior and Calvin Klein.
From making the cover of Australian
singer-songwriter Vance Joy’s "Riptide",
which earned him over 4 million views
on YouTube, the Spanish influencer and
21-year-old
entertainer's
upcoming
project includes its role in the fourth
season of Netflix’s Spanish thriller teen
drama ‘’Elite’’.

Manu Rios IG (5.4M followers)

Adidas, Antonio Morato, MM& Maison
Margiela, Diesel, Tommy Hilfiger.
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Cameron Dallas

INFO
Before becoming the American internet
personality that he is now, Cameron Dallas
began his career in September 2012 by
posting vines of himself playing jokes and
pranks on his friends and family. By 2014,
Dallas had 8.1 million followers on Vine,
making him the 11th most followed
account,and 11.3 million followers on Twitter.
In addition to this Dallas has approximately 21
million followers on Instagram.
Since then Cameron has appeared on
different shows and movies, including Brian
Robbins’ 2014 Expelled, American Odyssey
(2015) and The Outfield along Nash Grier,
and Caroline Sunshine. In June 2016, Dallas
starred in Netflix reality series Chasing
Cameron, which gave an in-depth look of the
social media star. In 2020, Dallas made his
Broadway debut as Aaron Samuels in Mean
Girls, having reached a total of 21.4 million
followers.

Cameron Dallas  IG (21.4M followers)

Before featuring the covers of many fashion
magazines, Vanity Teen had the privilege of
being Cameron’s first fashion cover,
appearing on our Spring/Summer 2013 issue,
photographed by Eric Mas. The Internet
personality was captured in an in-depth photo
shoot on different sites of Los Angeles,
showing that Cameron’s charisma goes way
beyond the jokes and pranks he plays on Vine
and Youtube, displaying the naturality and
great future ahead Cameron has as an actor
and celebrity.
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Nash Grier

INFO
With the official launch of our Vanity Teen
Issue 9 for the Fall/Winter 2016 season, we
wanted to present a behind the scenes video
of our exclusive photoshoot with Internet start
Nash Grier, photographed by Shayan
Asadi. This shoot was featured in Issue 9 and
included an interview where he talks about his
life, his experiences so far in the
entertainment industry, and his goals for the
future.

Total look GIVENCHY

Nash Grier  IG (10.6M followers)
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Paris Brosnan

INFO
In late May 2019, Paris debuted a short
film documenting his trip to Sri Lanka and
highlighting the work being done there by
the UN World Food Programme (WFP) to
help raise awareness about childhood
hunger. After catching the attention of
Hedi Slimlane, he began his career in
modeling. His first runway show was for
Dolce & Gabbana. He has been featured
in magazines such as Teen Vogue, Vanity
Teen, Numero, GQ Korea, among others.

Paris Brosnan  IG (175k followers)
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Lucky Blue Smith

INFO
Shortly after their arrival, Smith and his
siblings were photographed by Hedi Slimane
for Vogue Homme Japan which generated
immediate attention.
which became his signature look for some
time. By 2015, he had shot a dozen magazine
covers] and fronted fashion campaigns for
Philipp Plein and Tom Ford. He and several
other models appeared in Tom Ford's fashion
video with Lady Gaga for SS16.
He has appeared in editorials for American,
French, Spanish, and Ukrainian Vogue, GQ,
British Elle, Marie Claire, V, Numéro, i-D,

LOVE, and W. Smith has appeared on the

covers of French and Spanish Vogue, GQ, V,
and Harper's Bazaar.

Lucky Blue Smith IG (5.4M followers)

Smith has walked the runways for Fendi,
Chanel, Roberto Cavalli, Moschino, Emporio
Armani, DSquared2, Salvatore Ferragamo,
Philipp Plein, Ralph Lauren, Balmain, Tom
Ford, Marc Jacobs, Ermanno Scervino,
Versace, Jeremy Scott, Michael Kors, John
Varvatos, Etro and Bottega Veneta.
He has appeared in advertising campaigns for
Tom Ford, Calvin Klein, Moncler, Tommy
Hilfiger, Philipp Plein, Mavi, Penshoppe, H&M,
Gap, Big C and L'Oreal.
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Pyper Smith

INFO
On the runway she has walked for Giorgio
Armani, Dolce & Gabbana, Cushnie et Ochs,
Philipp Plein, Moschino, and Ermanno
Scervino. In advertisements, she has modeled
for Moncler, Calvin Klein, and H&M alongside
her siblings; as well as Forever 21 and Tiffany
and Co. She has appeared in the magazines
L'Officiel, Vogue España, Seventeen, Vogue
Ukraine, Allure, Love, W] and ELLE among
others. With Superga, she designed a shoe
line for spring 2017. As a devout Latter-day
Saint, she has chosen to not pose nude.

Pyper America IG (673k followers)
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Sundy Jules (DIOR FW 20)

INFO
Sundy Jules wears Dior Fall 2020/2021.

From making challenges and tag videos
on YouTube, as well as vlog entries and
TikToks to attending Paris Fashion
Week, the 21-year-old French influencer
is an artist in his own, forming part of the
new generation of influencers surfing the
networks along other influencers such as
Alizée Gamberini,Sulivan Gwed, and
Paola Locatelli.
Moving beyond the fun and joy of
challenges, the social media star displays
a compromise regarding social matters,
such as its participation in The Green
Team in collaboration with the
GoodPlanet Foundation, which aims to
make citizens and young people aware of
the current environmental and social
issues.

Sundy Jules IG (1.2M followers)

